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Lucknow of University, Lucknow 

 

 Semester Examination Rules   (A) As Semester system in under graduate courses of Arts, Science and Commerce Faculties is introduced from session 2018-19, a new ordinance approved. (Photocopy enclosed).                 The system will follow the pattern of evaluation of external (theory and practical) as well as internal assessment in the ratio of 80:20 of a student. The internal assessment (20 marks) will be distributed as follows: a. Project/Assignment                                                10 marks b. Presentation of given project/assignment         05 marks c. Attendance /activities                                            05 marks (B) As per previous ordinance of University of Lucknow, Lucknow the SECOND division was being given on 48% of aggregate in different courses/programmes of Arts, Science and Commerce faculties of the University. Now it is unanimously resolved that the SECOND division may be granted on 45% of the aggregate to meet the uniformity with other State /Central Universities. 
AWARDING DIVISION CRITERIA S.No. Existing Provision Amendment 

1. 60% AND ABOVE -I DIVISION 48% -less than 60% - II DIVISION 36% - less than 48% - III DIVISION 
60% AND ABOVE -I DIVISION 45% -less than 60% - II DIVISION 36% -less than 45% - III DIVISION 

 ( C ) GRACE MARKS AWARDING  CRITERIA 
Existing Rule Amendment 
Grace marks up to a maximum of 05 are allowed either in the one theory on one practical paper and shall also be added in  a paper  with lowest score to meet the aggregate with minimum requirement but not in the paper marked absent. 

Grace marks up to a maximum of 07 are allowed in multiple places either in theory or practical paper or both and grace marks shall also be added in  a paper  with lowest score to meet the aggregate with minimum requirement  but not in the paper marked absent. (D) Following are also approved in Examination rules pertaining to pass percentage and aggregate in various academic courses: 
S.No. Course Per paper Pass % Aggregate pass % 
1. BA,B.Sc.,B.Com. (yearly) 33 36 
2. BA,B.Sc.,B.Com. (Semester) 33 36 
3. B.A. (Hons.) 36 40 
4. BVA/BFA,MVA/MFA 36 40 
5. B.El.Ed. 36 40 
6. MA/MCom.(Sem.) 33 36 
7. M.Sc.(Sem.) 33  36  
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8. MBA(Sem.) 40 50 
9. B.Ed.(Sem.) 40 45 
10. M.Ed. 40 50 
11. B.P.Ed. 40(50 in practical) 50 
12. M.P.Ed. 40 50  
13. B.L.Sc. 40 50 
14. BCA 40 50 
15. BBA 40 50 
16. B.Com.(Hons.) 40 50 
17. LL.B.(Sem.) 3yrs 40 45 
18. LL.B.(Hons.)5 yrs. 40 45 
19. B.Tech. 30(40 in theo+pract.) 40 
20. LL.M. 40 50 

 (E) The amendments in promotion rules of different courses of 3 years (6 Semesters) & 2 years (4 Semesters) (Photocopy enclosed)  (F) An amended Ordinance in BA (Hons.) programme as below :  
S.no. category Existing rule amendment 
1. Pass criteria Pass criteria in individual paper is 36% aggregate is ? Pass criteria in individual paper is 36% aggregate is 40% 
2. promotion There is not any provision regarding promotion As per university rules( see the annexure) 

(G)  An amendment in B.Ed. programme as below: 
S.no. category Existing rule amendment 
1. Internal assessment  the pass criteria in internal theory examination is 40% 

As per university rules this boundation is removed 
2. Back Paper Facility  In each academic session the candidate can appear in improvement/ back examination in one paper only. 

As there are two separate examinations in the programme –theory and practical’s. In both the examinations in the final year separate divisions will be awarded to the students. So the back paper facility in each examination will be given as per University rules. (H) An amendment in B.El.Ed. programme as below : 
S.no. category Existing rule amendment 
1. B/P facility `In each academic session the candidate can appear in improvement/ back examination in one paper only. 

As there are two separate examinations in the programme –theory and practical’s. In both the examinations in the final year separate divisions will be awarded to the students. So the back paper facility in each examination will be given as per University rules. 
2. Internal assessment  the pass criteria in internal examination is 40% 

As per university rules this boundation is removed 
 


